
Friends of the Hatton 
Minutes of the Committee Meeting held on Tuesday 9th September 2014 

Present 
Vhairi Cardinal (VC), Alysia Trackim (AT), Kelsey Thornton (KT), Pamela Parrish (PP), John 
Dance (JD), Richard Thompson (RT), Jean Taylor (JT), Heather Baker (HB) 

Apologies 
Bob Young (BY), Violet Rook (VR), Aubrey Anderson (AA), Simon Court (SC), Hazel Barron-
Cooper - Hatton/TWAM (HBC), Rob Airey - Hatton/TWAM (RA), Julie Milne - Hatton/TWAM 
(JM), Martin Williams - TWAM (MW) 

Matters Arising 
Grace Slattery resigned from committee.  Heather Baker (HB) joined committee with the 
Events Team. 

Treasury Report 
JD reported that we currently have about £3500 in the bank.  He also flagged up that we 
should add more authorised signatures to our current list of co-signatories and requested 
that VC be one of them.  He will look into what is required from the bank to do so. 

Membership Report 
RT recommended that we look into how to smoothly transition from the old to new fees for 
the new year and asked how the members have been notified.  We noted that they have 
only been informed during the AGM and will make it a point to include the information in the 
next bulletin.  227 members (with 12 honorary), 174 paid to date. 

Events Report 
JT reported that the MFA talk was successful, with 18-20 people in attendance.  Alex 
Charrington offered to do a studio visit as an event in the future.  Good response to the 
Goya, war, and pop-art lectures.  Currently 10 signed up for the pen & ink workshop.  Due to 
lack of response the Analogue workshops have been cancelled. 

Exhibition Report 
AT reported that so far 38 people have signed up with 105 works totalling £515 in fees.  She 
will contact Colin at Incite Design about vinyl for the exhibition space. 

Relaunch Event 
VC reported that MW has agreed that TWAM will help fund part of the event, but details still 
haven’t been disclosed.  We will be raffling a Pasmore print on the evening and the 
merchandise we will be ordering (bag, sketchbook, pencil, welcome pack) will be given to 
new members.  We will have a wine & nibbles spread similar to that at our AGMs.  VC 
mentioned the need to advertise.  The date is 17 Oct. 5-8pm. 

A. O. B. 
JT mentioned that the tables and chairs that we use in the gallery may be unusable when 
the gallery finally closes for the refurbishment.  We will need to make sure that we can 
supply chairs and tables for workshops that take place during the close.  VC mentioned that 
the fine art department at the university should have tables and chairs for us to use. 



VC mentioned that MW says we still have not heard from Sir Nick Serota. 

AT has emailed about new logo templates but has yet to receive a response. 

The committee decided that the next bulletin will include information about the relaunch 
event, exhibition, pop art lectures, and a reminder of the new fees. 

Next Meeting 
11 November 2014 16:30 


